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ABSTRACT As the applications of radio-frequency (RF) circuits continue to prosper, scattering parameters
(S-parameters) play an essential role in the verification of a variety of chips. The traditional way to
measure the S-parameters of RF integrated circuits (RFICs) is by using vector network analyzers (VNA).
However, measuring RFICs with VNAs is very expensive and likely to reduce the profits of IC products.
An implementation of the embedded circuit for S-parameter measurement can greatly reduce the costs of
using expensive VNAs. Another reason to embed the circuit for S-parameter measurement is to increase
the portion of a chip that can be measured. Besides, novel technologies, such as three-dimensional ICs,
will require advanced methods for on-chip verifications of RF circuits since many RF nodes may be buried
deep inside a chip stack. In view of these needs, this paper proposes a simple network that can realize on-
chip S21 measurements. The greatest advantages of this circuit are the easy implementation and technology
independence. To verify the feasibility of the circuit, we fabricated the test chips by using the 0.18-µm IBM
7RF process. The measurement results show the expected behavior and demonstrate the feasibility of the
design concept.

INDEX TERMS Radio frequency (RF), S-parameters, integrated circuit (IC), vector network analyzer
(VNA), automatic test equipment (ATE), divider (DIV), device under test (DUT), embedded testing,
bandwidth, calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the difficulty of achieving perfect open and per-
fect short at high frequencies, traditional 2-port parameters,
such as Z-parameters, Y-parameters, and ABCD-parameters,
are insufficient to fully characterize the properties of a
2-port network. To accommodate the insufficiency of tradi-
tional parameters, the scattering parameters (S-parameters),
defined in terms of traveling waves, were proposed.
In the 1970s, the S-parameters started attracting engineers’
attention due to the launches of new network analyzers, which
enable S-parameter measurements with ease [1]. Since then,
S-parameters have become the mainstream parameters for
characterizing the behavior of circuits, chips, or systems
for radio-frequency (RF), microwave, and millimeter-wave
applications. As RF circuits can nowadays be found in a
variety of telecommunication systems, S-parameters play an
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essential role in the modeling and verification of a variety of
devices, chips, packages, and transmission lines. In principle,
S-parameters are defined as the ratios of the forward and
backward propagating waves inside a circuit or a system.
These waves generally contain both the magnitude and the
phase information. Hence, being the ratios between these
propagating waves, S-parameters are measured by complex
values. This fact makes S-parameters exceptionally promi-
nent and radically different from traditional measurement
methods of analog, mixed-signal, and digital integrated cir-
cuits (ICs), in which only real-valued voltages and currents
are measured.

Since an instrument for S-parameter measurement reads
complex-number data, its design is normally more diffi-
cult and complicated than that of measuring devices that
can measure only real-valued readings from analog, mixed-
signal, or digital ICs at comparatively lower frequencies.
Traditionally, S-parameters are measured by vector network
analyzers (VNAs), which are very complex in terms of both
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the hardware core of a VNA.

the microprocessor-based hardware and software. The hard-
ware is responsible for imposing appropriate adjustments and
guidance on the input RF signals and for correctly down-
converting and sensing the output signals at the baseband. The
software should be able to correctly filter out the nonidealities
within the hardware, calculate and display the final measure-
ment results, and serve as the interface with the microwave
computer-aided design (CAD) software (e.g., HFSS, ADS,
MATLAB). Fig. 1 demonstrates a typical block diagram of
the hardware core portion of a VNA [2], [3]. According
to the illustration, RF signals are attenuated and projected
into Port 1 and Port 2 of a 2-port device under test (DUT).
The responses of the DUT to the input RF stimuli are then
appropriately manipulated by directional couplers, attenua-
tors, and other switches. Finally, these guided signals are
down-converted to the baseband. The resultant output signals,
annotated as a1, b1, a2, and b2, can be further sensed by other
amplitude and phase detectors.

Although the testing costs of analog or mixed-signal
ICs are already higher than those of digital ICs, measur-
ing S-parameters of RF ICs (RFICs) with VNAs is even
more expensive than testing analog or mixed-signal ICs by
automatic test equipment (ATE). This high testing cost of
RFICs by measuring their S-parameters with VNAs sharply
reduces the profit of microwave IC products, especially when
the trend of systems-on-a-chip (SoC) is so prevalent today.
Aiming to reduce the extremely high testing costs of available
VNA-based solutions, this paper proposes the solution of
embedded S-parameter measurement.

Further, embedded S-parameter measurement can increase
the portion of a chip being measured. As the fabrication
technology of semiconductors advances so rapidly nowadays,
chip complexity is also increasing at an explosive rate. For a
complicated product undergoing the design cycle, such high
complexity makes it difficult for the internal nodes within
the system to be tested. Hence, the product may become
irreparable due to the very limited information available.
Besides, designers may not know how to redesign the chip to
debug or improve performance. As in the scan chain concept
in memory testing, embedding the circuit for S-parameter
measurement can increase the number of measurable nodes

inside the RFICs. The diagnosis time will be reduced, which
in return will reduce the testing costs and the time-to-market
and increase the profitability. The new technologies, such as
three-dimensional (3D) IC, will also require methods for on-
chip verification of RF circuits because RF nodes may be
buried deep inside a chip stack. In addition, measurement and
verification of RF performance are also key applications of
embedded circuits for S-parameter measurement.

Further, at least three other advantages of the embedded
S-parameter measurement circuit can be identified. The first
advantage is that circuits of interest can be directly and pre-
cisely measured without the intervention caused by the addi-
tion of a package.Without embedded circuits for S-parameter
measurement, a chip can only be measured externally by
aVNA. To do so, the chip needs to be placed inside a package,
which helps bridge the chip and VNA on the outside. On the
one hand, the addition of any package, regardless of the type,
can only deteriorate a chip’s performance because the very
existence of a package inevitably forms an unnatural barrier
that can attenuate, deflect, and delay the transmission of
electromagnetic waves flowing through it. On the other hand,
because the package issue is easy to overlook, and because
the selection of packages often comes as an afterthought
when the chip has already been fully developed, a high-
performance die enclosed by an inferior package is a situation
that is often seen. That is, this lack-of-prescience design style
worsens the influence caused by the package. What is even
worse, inferior packages are sometimes intentionally chosen
to house high-performance silicon just to keep the package
cost low, making the overall chip performance degrade even
more. However, by measuring circuits on chip or on wafer,
the problems caused by adding packages can be avoided.
When the circuit being measured works in its normal oper-
ation mode, its performance will not be deteriorated by the
redundant package. If the circuit works in its measurement
mode, i.e., when it is being measured, the measurement
results will be much more accurate without the noise and
parasitic loading caused by the package. In other words, hav-
ing embedded S-parameter measurement helps a chip work
better in its normal operation mode and helps enhance the
measurement accuracy when the chip is being measured.

The second advantage is the possibility of abandoning
test fixtures. Because many RF packages cannot be probed
directly, test fixtures are required to serve as a bridge between
the package and the cables, which are further connected
to the VNA. Although test fixtures have the advantages of
lower costs and higher flexibility of port arrangement when
compared to wafer probes and probe stations, they do have
drawbacks as well. For example, test fixtures may impose
unwanted parasitic loadings and other unfavorable effects,
such as ground loops and RF reflections, at the interfaces.
Besides, how to accurately de-embed becomes a formidable
task because the calibration plane is often set at the edge
of test fixtures instead of at the pads of chips. Fortunately,
having embedded S-parameter measurement can help avoid
these cumbersome problems.
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The third advantage is that measurement results will more
likely to be accurate than erroneous. A typical RF measure-
ment system is composed of a VNA, RF cables, bias cables,
and an interface to the DUT. The interface can be either
on-wafer probes or test fixtures. Regardless of the type of
interface, the only part of the whole measurement system
mentioned above that really needs to be measured is the DUT.
Except for the DUT, all the other components are extrin-
sic. These external components, responsible for measuring
the DUT, are unfortunately exposed to the outside world,
greatly increasing the chances of these components becoming
susceptible to external unwanted influences. If any of these
components suffers strong enough interference, the measure-
ment results can turn out to be bad. For example, a VNA
may malfunction due to extreme temperature or poor cali-
bration quality; a cable may behave oddly due to material
damage or accidental bend; an on-wafer probe may err due to
tip damage or unbalanced position; or a test fixture may fail
due to improper connections. If any of the above problems
happens, the measurement system will be prone to generate
wrong measurement results. Moreover, the above interfer-
ence instances are just a portion of what can occur in the real
world.

On the other hand, an embedded S-parameter measurement
system, being rigidly fabricated on the same chip as the
measured DUT, is less vulnerable to environmental influ-
ences from the outside world. Since the outside influence
is too weak to cause measurement errors in the embedded
S-parameter measurement system, the focus should be placed
on the inside, which includes the quality of the fabrica-
tion technology, of the circuit design, and of the calibration
methods. That is, if an embedded S-parameter measurement
system can utilize a decent fabrication technology with little
process variation, and can be well-designed and well-tested,
it can generate data with much higher reliability than external
measuring devices due to the embedded system’s hidden and
fixed structure for measurement. Hence, in terms of measure-
ment error reduction, embedded S-parameter measurement is
also favorable for the production of RFICs.

To verify the feasibility of the circuit, we fabricated the
test chips targeted at the operating frequency of 11.25 GHz
by using the 0.18-µm IBM 7RF process. All the devices
are tuned to the desired performance around the targeted
operating frequency. Each test chip occupies a total die area
of approximately 1.2 mm× 1.2 mm, including the pads, and
has three I/O ports, of which Port 1 is used as an input port
and Port 2 and Port 3 are used as output ports. As for the pad
configurations, Port 1 uses the famous G-S-G configuration,
while Port 2 and Port 3 adopt the G-S configuration to achieve
a better place-and-route arrangement. Measuring the S21 and
S31 of the whole test chips with a VNA yields a ratio of S31
over S21 that is very close to the S21 of the DUT, an indication
showing the validity of the proposed S21 detection circuit.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II reviews various related works in the past.
Section III explains the emergence of the design ideas,

expatiates on the design specifications of the whole detec-
tion network, and elucidates the design concepts through a
concrete derivation of mathematical equations. Section IV
provides the overall results of this research, including the
simulation results, the fabrication results, and the measure-
ment results. Based on the findings in Section IV, Section V
continues with further analyses, containing an in-depth exam-
ination of the measured data within the frequency range of
interest, the possible integration of detectors in the future,
and the limitations and niches of the proposed S21 detection
network. Finally, Section VI summarizes the contribution of
this research and discusses future research directions.

II. RELATED WORKS
Various scholars [4]–[9] have attempted to perform on-chip
and off-chip S-parameter or S-parameter-like measurements.
Although the design goals of various works differ, which can
lead to distinct setups for tasks and can result in the adop-
tion of dissimilar approaches, reviewing these related works
beforehand is still beneficial. Hence, this section reviews
several related works.

Jayaraman [4] used an on-chip peak detector to sense the
output of a reconfigurable RF low-noise amplifier (LNA)
operating at 2.4 GHz. The measured data are then fed into
an off-chip calibration block, which is designed to gener-
ate corresponding feedback signals to tune the Cg and Cl
of the LNA. By modifying the Cg and Cl, Jayaraman [4]
claimed that the input matching and the gain of the LNA
can be improved, which have been demonstrated through
the measured magnitudes of the S11 and S21 of the LNA.
The success of Jayaraman [4] can be attributed to the well-
designed amplitude detector, the calibration block, and a
reconfigurable RF LNA. In other words, Jayaraman [4] did
not aim to measure the S11 and S21 of an arbitrary DUT on
chip; neither did the work target to measure the S11 and S21
of the reconfigurable LNA. Instead, Jayaraman’s work [4]
focuses on using the on-chip peak detector and the off-chip
calibration algorithm to generate suitable feedback signals,
which, through the control by a varactor, can improve the
matching and gain of the reconfigurable RF LNA.

Following the work of Jayaraman [4], a sequence of works
that adopted the concepts of self-testing, self-correcting, and
self-healing works [5]–[7] was proposed. Albeit all of these
works proposed how to dynamically adjust the performance
of LNAs, different approaches were adopted to attain the
goals of self-healing. In general, the most obvious differ-
ences of the proposed approaches by the works mentioned
above [5]–[7] can be classified into four main parts. The
first part is the method in which RF signals are sensed. For
example, the work of Goyal [5] uses a band-pass filter to
sense the RF signals of an RF LNA. The second part concerns
how to process the sensed data and how to establish effective
healing algorithms to generate appropriate feedback signals.
For example, the work of Wu [6] adopted a 6-bit successive
approximation register controller and a 6-bit digital-to-analog
converter to generate signals that are fed back to the RF LNA.
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The third part deals with the mechanisms through which the
feedback signals can be applied to rectify the performance
of LNAs. For example, the work of Howard [7] realized the
control of feedback by enabling the feedback signals to tune
the bias current of the RF LNA through the bias knobs. The
fourth part of major differences lies in the parameters of
LNAs that these works aim to remedy. For example, the work
of Howard [7] attempts to heal the output third-order intercept
point (OIP3), the gain, and the image rejection ratio (IRR) of
the mixer. The work also attempts to heal the OIP3, the gain,
and the noise figure (NF) of the LNA.

Different from the works concerning the allocations of
self-healing adjustments on LNAs [4]–[7], the work of
Nehring [8] focuses on implementing a miniature
two-port VNA. The main idea of Nehring’s work is to replace
traditional VNAs, which are larger and more expensive,
with the proposed miniature VNA. In other words, Nehring
attempts to reduce the cost of VNAs using the proposed
miniature VNA to measure the DUTs of interest. With such
realization as the VNA front-end chip being mounted on
boards, the miniature VNA being proposed by Nehring [8]
measures DUTs externally. This is why the total physical
dimensions of the miniature VNA of Nehring’s work are
as large as 100 mm × 90 mm × 38 mm. Given that the
size of the whole measuring system is too large, the minia-
ture VNA of Nehring’s work cannot be used for embedded
S-parameter measurement. The most critical drawback of
measuring S-parameters externally is that performing correct
de-embedding will be difficult especially when DUTs are
buried deeplywithin ICs, as previously explained in Section I.
The experiment of Nehring’s work [8] demonstrates satis-
factory results because the proposed miniature VNA avoids
this most critical drawback by measuring biomedical mate-
rials rather than electronic devices. That is, the miniature
VNA is used to measure the S-parameters of biomedical
materials under test, which are composed of a mixture of
ethanol and methanol. In contrast to the measurement of
S-parameters of electronic DUTs, which may be located
under layers of circuits, the measured object in Nehring’s
work has an excellent uniform distribution of density; thus,
there is no need to perform de-embedding because the cal-
ibrated terminals of the miniature VNA directly touch the
uniformly distributed materials under test. Compared with a
traditional commercial VNA, the size of the miniature VNA
proposed by Nehring is tiny. However, to embed a miniature
VNA on chip, the circuit size needs further reductions. How-
ever, as the size reduces, the circuit complexity inevitably
needs to be simplified as a compromise, while the simpli-
fication often causes the degradation of the measurement
precision in return. That is, the effectiveness of functionalities
and the size of a VNA are the two major trade-off design
criteria that often fight each other.

Philippe [9] successfully demonstrated a design for
on-chip S11 measurement at approximately 120 GHz using
the design concepts derived from a six-port reflectome-
ter, which is another famous methodology for measuring

S-parameters. The theory of the six-port reflectometer is well-
known for the simplicity in circuit design and the robust
and complete calibration algorithms being proposed. Since
nonideal terms inside circuits normally burgeon as operating
frequencies increase, using the concepts of a six-port reflec-
tometer to measure S11 values in the work of Philippe [9] is
both reasonable and necessary because the solid calibration
algorithms can effectively suppress nonideal terms and thus
improve themeasurement precision. However, the shortage of
a six-port reflectometer is the complicated calibration proce-
dures which often need the support of efficient external soft-
ware to execute the sophisticated calculation. In particular,
the work of Philippe [9] uses a transmission line that replaces
the conventional phase shifter in a six-port reflectometer,
together with 312 power detectors to measure the one-port
complex reflection coefficient. Since a transmission line is
a typical distributive device, it is suitable for applications at
high frequencies, such as the frequency of 120 GHz in the
work of Philippe [9]. For applications at lower frequencies,
the large layout area of a transmission line almost makes the
ideas of implementing transmission lines on chip impossible.

In conclusion, the works of Jayaraman [4], Goyal [5],
Wu [6], andHoward [7] aim to apply self-healing adjustments
on RF LNAs or mixers by utilizing some algorithms and
S-parameter-like measurement results. However, these works
can further be enhanced from three aspects. First, these works
limit their DUTs of interest to only RF LNAs and mixers.
The restriction on DUTs significantly reduces the applica-
ble range because not only DUTs with different healing
mechanisms will be excluded from candidacy, but a much
greater portion of applications that do not require adjust-
ments will also be disregarded. In other words, the works of
Jayaraman [4], Goyal [5], Wu [6], and Howard [7] cannot
serve as a universal solution that is applicable to a major-
ity of DUTs. Second, because the works of Jayaraman [4],
Goyal [5], Wu [6], and Howard [7] need to perform certain
types of algorithms to generate feedback control signals,
the possibilities to fully embed these works on chip will be
limited. Even if the circuits responsible for executing the
feedback algorithms are realized on chip, the resultant layout
areas will be comparatively larger. Thus, these works will be
less suitable for embeddedmeasurements. Third, the works of
Jayaraman [4], Goyal [5], Wu [6], and Howard [7] only mea-
sure and use partial information of the S-parameters, such as
the amplitudes of the output of LNAs. However, S-parameters
are more informative and can provide a much wider variety of
applications. Obviously, using limited information also limits
the applications of these prior works.

For the work of Nehring [8], the large dimension
(i.e., 100 mm× 90 mm× 38 mm as reviewed earlier) limits
the possibilities to place the proposed VNA close to a DUT
of interest in the same chip. Instead, the miniature VNA
measures the S-parameters of DUTs externally. As a result,
the miniature VNA proposed by Nehring’s work [8] does not
enjoy the benefits of embedded S-parameter measurement.
How to correctly de-embed the effects of other irrelevant
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devices located on the paths of testing RF signals still remains
unsolved. As today’s semiconductor technologies continue to
evolve, the tasks of performing proper de-embedding only
become more and more challenging because new technolo-
gies are normally granted more numbers of layers, and 3D
ICs are becoming increasingly popular nowadays. Therefore,
as more and more devices standing on the paths in which
testing RF signals are transmitted back and forth, or equiv-
alently as the DUTs of interest are buried deeper and deeper
inside ICs, the miniature VNA proposed by Nehring [8] faces
the same problems as today’s commercial VNAs do. The
reason why Nehring’s experiment shows no sign of having
trouble performing de-embedding and hence demonstrates
satisfactory measurement results is the miniature VNA is
used to measure the S-parameters of biomedical materials
under test, which, as a mixture of ethanol and methanol,
enjoys the excellent advantage of being uniformly distributed.

The work of Philippe [9] aims to utilize the theory of
a six-port reflectometer to measure the S11 of DUTs at
approximately 120 GHz. However, the calibration algorithm
of a six-port reflectometer is complicated. Although a set
of robust and sophisticated calibration algorithms can help
reduce unwanted interferences caused by nonideal terms bur-
geoning at such a high operating frequency as 120 GHz, it is
less favorable for implementing embedded measurement of
S-parameters. That is, if the circuits responsible for executing
the calibration algorithm are to be implemented on chip rather
than off chip, the resultant extra layout areas may make the
overall measuring system too large to meet the requirements
of embedded measurement. On the other hand, if the cali-
bration algorithm is designed to be executed off chip, then
the measuring system cannot be claimed as a fully embed-
ded system capable of performing S-parameter measurement.
Moreover, at lower operating frequencies, when the inter-
ferences caused by nonideal terms are not as severe, using
the theory of a six-port reflectometer to perform S-parameter
measurement may become overkill andmay hinder the imple-
mentation of on-chip S-parameter measurement. In addition,
the work of Philippe [9] adopts a distributive transmission
line to replace traditional phase shifters inside six-port reflec-
tometers. At lower operating frequencies, the design formulas
of distributive passive components will demand much larger
layout areas that can prohibit the work of Philippe [9] from
being practicable for real-world applications. Based on the
above discussions, the work of Philippe [9] is less possible
for the implementation of on-chip S-parameter measurement
at lower operating frequencies due to the complicated cali-
bration algorithm and the too-large resultant chip area.

From the drawbacks analyzed above, several important
challenges can be summarized as follows: First, aiming at
specific DUTs will significantly limit the range of applica-
tions of the proposed measuring circuits or systems. Second,
granting too complicated functionalities on the proposed
measuring circuits or systems will considerably reduce
the possibilities for embedded measurement. Third, mea-
suring only partial information of S-parameters can be

insufficient and may result in the failure of providing a
general solution. Fourth, having too complex calibration
algorithms can hinder the realization of on-chip S-parameter
measurement. Fifth, using the theory of a six-port reflectome-
ter may become overkill for applications at lower operating
frequencies. Sixth, implementing the full functions of a com-
mercial VNA into ameasuring circuit or system is detrimental
to the realization of that measuring circuit or system being
embedded.

By understanding these related works, the values, the
positioning, and the design spirit of our work can be fur-
ther elucidated and appreciated. The pros and cons of our
work can also be better clarified so that readers can be well
aware of which option to choose when given a mission.
In the following section, the idea and implementation of the
S21 detection circuit will be disclosed.

III. THE IDEA AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
S21 DETECTION CIRCUIT
This section first provides a background introduction on how
traditional RF signal manipulation is achieved and why the
proposed S21 detection network has a niche these days. Then,
the detailed implementation, ranging from the circuit design
to the system construction, is thoroughly elaborated, followed
by the mathematical interpretation of the RF signal flows
within the proposed S21 detection circuit.

A. THE IDEA
As introduced in Section I, S-parameters are measured by
complex numbers, with which both the magnitude and the
phase of the ratios of RF waves can be fully specified. Previ-
ous studies [10]–[13] show that various amplitude and phase
detectors are able to directly measure high-frequency sig-
nals with out the need for down-conversion. Based on these
mature measuring techniques in detector circuits, we assume
that all the RF signals can be processed directly; that is, all
the traditional down-conversion circuitries can be discarded.
Although high-frequency amplitude and phase detectors are
suitable for building embedded S-parameter measurement
systems, these detectors are responsible solely for measuring
the amplitudes and phases of RF signals. That is, the detectors
are incapable of manipulating signals at the front end and
are generally placed at the back end for measuring signals
that have been well processed. Therefore, some networks
are necessary to properly manipulate the flows of RF waves
and to create suitable signals for the detectors to sense.
In view of the great importance of these signal manipulation
networks, we aim to explore and construct a network that
can help implement the on-chip measurement of the S21 of
a DUT. When the RF signal flows are properly guided by
the proposed detection network, state-of-the-art amplitude
and phase detectors can easily be appended at the back end.
These cascaded high-frequency detectors can then correctly
sense the preprocessed signals. Thus, the goal of embedded
S21 measurements can be achieved without the help of extra
down-conversion circuitry.
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The indispensable RF signal manipulation networks are
generally composed of two kinds of important passive cir-
cuits: the directional coupler (DRC) and the power divider
(DIV). The DRC and DIV can normally be implemented in
either a distributive form [14]–[16] or a lumped form [17].
Of these two forms, the distributive form requires a rel-
atively large chip area compared with the lumped form.
Hence the distributive-form-based circuits have rarely been
implemented in ICs. However, to design well-qualified DRCs
and DIVs in their lumped forms on ICs, the semiconductor
fabrication technology needs to support quality passive elec-
tronic components, such as low-loss on-chip inductors and
capacitors and precise on-chip resistors. Furthermore, at low
operating frequencies, the areas of these passive inductors and
capacitors can become extremely large. The extraordinary
large areas of these devices are untoward factors that have
stymied the realization of on-chip lumped passive electronic
components in the past. Fortunately, thanks to the rapid
advances in semiconductor fabrication technology and the
quick boost in the operational frequency of RFICs nowadays,
the two bottlenecks limiting the implementation of high-
quality passive electronic components in their lumped form
start to disappear. As a result, a growing number of essential
passive components for RF measurement, such as DIVs,
start to become realizable in their lumped form [17], which
occupies much less area than their distributed counterpart.

B. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
Trying to exploit the emerging possibility of fabricating
quality lumped passive electronic components on chip, the
S21 detection network proposed in this paper was imple-
mented in the 0.18-µm IBM 7RF semiconductor fabri-
cation process. With a simple systemic circuit structure,
the proposed network is composed mainly of three lumped
DIVs [17], each of which is composed of four metal-
insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, two spiral inductors, and
one K1 back-end-of-line (BEOL) resistor. A MIM capac-
itor is a capacitor that is made by a metal-insulator-metal
configuration. A K1 BEOL resistor is a special resistor
that is supported by the IBM 7RF technology. The advan-
tages of K1 BEOL resistors include lower sheet resistance,
higher resistance precision, and lower parasitic capacitance.
The schematic of the DIV together with the inner com-
ponents’ design values are shown in Fig. 2. The resistor
R1 in Fig. 2 aims to make the S11 of the DIV even smaller
around the targeted operating frequencies so that the reflected
RF signals at Port 1 of the DIV can be reduced further. That is,
the purpose of inserting the resistor R1 is to adjust the overall
performance of the DIV. If such resistor causes tremendous
signal losses as measuring frequencies continue to rise in the
future, reducing or even removing the resistance of R1 is
appropriate and reasonable.

As a three-port network, the DIV mainly serves as a signal
splitter. Fig. 3 demonstrates a simplified signal flow graph
of the DIV when its three ports are assumed to be correctly
terminated. If an RF signal is fed into Port 1, ideally the

FIGURE 2. Schematic and design values of the lumped passive
integrated DIV.

FIGURE 3. Simplified signal flow graph of the lumped passive
integrated DIV.

DIV will divide the input signal into two signals, which are
of equal magnitude and identical phase, and output these
signals to its Port 2 and Port 3, i.e., S21 = S31. With this
unique capability of signal splitting, generating two or even
more identical RF signals from one given RF signal source
becomes feasible.

This signal duplication technique is essential in
S-parameter measurement systems because it is feasible to
let one signal remain unchanged while the other identical
signal travels a pathwhose characteristics are of interest.With
such an arrangement, it is possible to compare the modified
signal, which is intentionally made to travel a certain path of
interest, with the reference signal, which is kept unchanged.
Through this kind of comparison, the differences between
the two originally identical signals can be obtained, and the
characteristics of the additional path can easily be measured.
For this reason, the DIV is a very useful and indispensable
component in the construction of embedded S-parameter
measurement systems.

The system-level architecture of the proposed on-chip S21
detection network is demonstrated in Fig. 4, in which Port 1
serves as the input port and Ports 2 and 3 serve as the
output ports. DUT2 stands for the specific device under test
that is used in this research. The S21 of the DUT2, denoted
as S21_DUT2, is the target that the proposed S21 detection
network tries to measure. There are three reasons for naming
this device under test DUT2 rather than DUT1 or DUT. The
first reason is that DUT is a general term for ‘‘device under
test’’ and hence inappropriate to be used to indicate a specific
circuit. The second reason is that DUT2 can convey the main
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FIGURE 4. System-level architecture of the proposed on-chip S21
detection network.

purpose of this paper, which is to measure the S21 of a DUT.
The third reason is that we hope to reserve the term DUT1 for
a publication about an embedded S-parameter measurement
circuit that is dedicated to measuring the S11 of a DUT.
In addition to the specification of the system-level ports,

port definitions inside each component are also given by the
circled numbers. The original system can even be simplified
further by keeping only the DIV on the left and the DUT2.
The two DIVs on the right serve as connectors while the
amplitude and phase detectors are integrated. For the time
being, Port 3 of these two additional DIVs on the right is left
open-connected in order to observe howwell the system deals
with unmatched conditions. In the future, when Port 3 of the
two DIVs on the right is connected to the amplitude or phase
detectors, the impedance looking out of Port 3 of the two
DIVs on the right will be better matched. The performance
of the detection circuit will hence bear a much closer resem-
blance to the simulation.

Constructed with such a simple structure containing only
three DIVs and one DUT2, as shown in Fig. 4, the proposed
system can report the S21 of DUT2 (S21_DUT2). More specif-
ically, the S21_DUT2 can be derived by dividing the S31 of the
system (S31_SYS), i.e., the signal transmitted from Port 1 to
Port 3, by the S21 of the system (S21_SYS), i.e., the signal
transmitted from Port 1 to Port 2. In Subsection V.C, it will
be demonstrated how extra back-end detectors can be added
to measure S31_SYS and S21_SYS.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the schematic and design values of
the DUT2 that was used in the circuit of Fig. 4. Since
the DUT2 is merely used to help verify the functionality
of the proposed S21 detection network, the only require-
ment for the DUT2 is that its S21 value can vary with fre-
quency within the frequency range of interest. In view of this,
the design of the DUT2 is rather simple—it comprises only
two MIM capacitors and one spiral inductor.

C. MATHEMATICAL DEDUCTION OF THE S21 DETECTION
SYSTEM
By defining the ratio of S31_SYS over S21_SYS as
S21_DUT2_DERIVED, (1) shows that this newly defined term
equals the S21 of the DUT2 in the system arrangement
in Fig. 4.

S31_SYS
S21_SYS

≡ S21_DUT2_DERIVED = S21_DUT2 (1)

FIGURE 5. Schematic and design values of the DUT2 in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 6. Demonstration of signal propagation within the embedded
S21 detection network.

In fact, the accuracy of the equality between
S21_DUT2_DERIVED and S21_DUT2 in (1) is based on the degree
to which the following two assumptions are satisfied. First,
the coupling between Port 2 and Port 3 of a DIV is assumed to
be negligible. As the first-order nonideality contributor of the
whole system, the coupling between Ports 2 and 3 of a DIV is
regarded as the strongest interference source. Hence, in order
not to spoil the signal integrity between the two deliberately
separated branches, the coupling between Ports 2 and 3 of
a DIV should be reduced to a negligible level. That is,
S23_DIV and S32_DIV should be negligible. Secondly, the high-
order reflections within the network also need to be assumed
negligible. Because the validity of the proposed system is
based on the first-order approximation of the flow graph
of the RF signal, undesired high-order reflections may also
damage the performance of the proposed system. Therefore,
to guarantee the efficacy of (1), we need to assume that the
proposed S21 detection circuit is so well-developed that the
high-order reflections are dissipated to a negligible level.

Based on these two assumptions, the measurement concept
expressed by (1) can easily be understood by using Fig. 6.
In this figure, with a unity RF signal input into Port 1 on the
left, the propagation condition of this unity input within the
proposed detection network can clearly be demonstrated. For
the sake of simplicity, every S-parameter is appended with
an additional attribute indicating the sub-circuit it belongs to.
Based on the above two assumptions and Fig. 6, it is easy
to see that the signals reaching Ports 3 and 2 of the whole
detection network differ only by the response of S21_DUT2.

IV. RESULTS
In this section, the results of the simulation, chip fabrication,
and measurement are demonstrated. Based on the crucial
experimental results described in this section, some impor-
tant discussions and analyses are further detailed in the next
section.
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FIGURE 7. Simulation results of the S21 and S31 of the lumped passive
integrated DIV.

FIGURE 8. Simulation results of the S23 of the lumped passive
integrated DIV.

A. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 7 demonstrates the simulation results of the lumped
passive integrated DIV presented in Fig. 2. Based on the
simulation results, the S-parameters S21 and S31 are equal
to each other in both magnitude and phase for the whole
frequency range.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the isolation condition between Ports 2
and 3 of the DIV in Fig. 2. As explained in Subsection III.C,
these two ports of the lumped DIV in Fig. 2 need to have a
high level of isolation so that the term of the first-order non-
idealities generated in the S21 detection circuit in Fig. 4 can
be suppressed to the utmost, making the performance of the
S21 detection circuit approach (1). As demonstrated in Fig. 8,
the magnitude of the S23 of the DIV (i.e., S23_DIV) is a small
value around 10 GHz. In addition, because the DIV in Fig. 2
has a symmetrical circuit structure, the S32 should be similar
to the S23 of the DIV.
By minimizing the magnitude of S23_DIV, the coupling

effects between Ports 2 and 3 of the DIVs in Fig. 4 can also
be minimized. Of the three DIVs in Fig. 4, the most important
isolation is the one between Ports 2 and 3 of the leftmost DIV.
The reason is the leftmost DIV is responsible for dividing the
input RF signals into two intentionally separated branches,
one of which serves as the reference while the other tests the

FIGURE 9. Simulation results of the S21 detection network.

DUT of interest. Therefore, if the magnitude of S23_DIV of
the leftmost DIV in Fig. 4 is not sufficiently small, the two
intentionally separated branches of RF signals will end up
mixing with each other. The mixture of these two ideally
independent branches of signals will make the measurement
results chaotic because the reference signal is intertwined
with the testing signal. What is even worst is that because
these two branches of signals contain the ingredients that
experience the least attenuation, the mixture of them can
cause the most severe impacts on the measurement results.
The isolation between Ports 2 and 3 of the DIVs, as demon-
strated in Fig. 8, is good enough for situations in which mea-
surement precision is not strictly demanded. For applications
that require high measurement accuracy, the corresponding
calibration procedures will be investigated in the future.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the simulation results of the proposed
S21 detection network. The S21_DUT2 curve is derived by
directly simulating the DUT2 demonstrated in Fig. 5 using
the CAD tool Cadence. The S21_DUT2_DERIVED curve, on the
other hand, is derived by simulating the whole system demon-
strated in Fig. 4 by using Cadence and then applying the
resultant S21_SYS and S31_SYS to (1) using the CAD tool
MATLAB. To clearly differentiate these two types of sim-
ulations, we call the first one ‘‘device simulation’’ and the
second one ‘‘system simulation.’’ As can be seen in Fig. 9,
the S21_DUT2 curve and the S21_DUT2_DERIVED curve have
an intersection at around 11.25 GHz. This result shows
that (1) holds around the targeted design frequency when
the two assumptions given in Subsection III.C are satis-
fied. Upon leaving the design frequency, unwanted sig-
nal coupling starts to burgeon, invalidating (1) and making
the S21_DUT2_DERIVED system simulation deviate from the
S21_DUT2 device simulation.
To evaluate the proximity level between a derived

S-parameter and the ideal value, we propose the following
equation:

error ≡
|SA − SB|
|SB|

(2)

where SA represents the derived value of an S-parameter and
SB stands for the ideal value of that S-parameter.
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FIGURE 10. Die micrograph (270µm × 300µm) of the lumped passive
integrated DIV.

In (2), if SA is S21_DUT2_DERIVED and SB is S21_DUT2, then
the error between these two data sets can easily be derived.
If we define the bandwidth as the frequency range in which
the error between S21_DUT2_DERIVED and S21_DUT2 is less
than 3%, the proposed S21 detection network has a band-
width of about 400 MHz, which ranges from 11.017 GHz to
11.417 GHz. The range of the 3%-error bandwidth is shaded
in Fig. 9.

B. FABRICATION RESULTS
The detection network in Fig. 4 was fabricated by using the
0.18-µm IBM 7RF semiconductor fabrication technology.
Due to the limited design wafer area, no stand-alone lumped
passive integrated DIV was fabricated. As a result, there is
no direct measurement result of the stand-alone DIV. Instead,
DIVs are fabricated as part of the embedded S21 detection
network so that more powerful and valuable functions of
the systemic S21 detection network can be demonstrated and
verified. Fig. 10 demonstrates the die micrograph of the fab-
ricated DIV. In Fig. 10, the two spiral inductors, whose area
dominates the overall layout of the DIV, are placed symmet-
rically to each other. Likewise, the four MIM capacitors are
placed symmetrically at the four corners. The passive elec-
tronic components are deliberately placed by taking advan-
tage of this symmetrical layout because better manufacturing
quality can be assured and the DIV’s performance can be kept
close to the design specifications. The die of the DIV has a
width of about 270 µm and a length of about 300 µm.
Constructed by the three lumped passive integrated DIVs

and one DUT proposed in Subsection III.B, the embedded
S21 detection network has a chip size of 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm.
Together with the pads that surround and protect the core,
the micrograph of the fabricated die of the S21 detection
network is demonstrated in Fig. 11. Port 1, serving as the
input port in Fig. 4, corresponds to the three middle pads
on the left-hand side in Fig. 11. These three pads form the
famous G-S-G configuration, where G symbolizes the ground
and S represents the signal. Ports 2 and 3, serving as the
output ports in Fig. 4, correspond to the two upper pads and
the two lower pads in Fig. 11, respectively. Both Port 2 and
Port 3 use the G-S configuration, in view of the geometric

FIGURE 11. Die micrograph (1.2 mm × 1.2 mm) of the S21 detection
network.

relationships between the DIVs and the pads, the arm location
of the RF probe station, and the available types of RF probes.
Although the G-S configuration is not as balanced as the
G-S-G configuration, such a configuration is good enough
to measure the test chips at around 10 GHz according to the
probe specifications.

C. MEASUREMENTS RESULTS
As explained in Subsection IV.B, since no stand-alone
lumped passive integrated DIV was fabricated, there is no
direct measurement result of the stand-alone DIV. Instead,
the whole chip of the S21 detection network in Fig. 11 is
measured on an RF probe station with the help of the
RF cables, the RF probes, and the VNA. The RF probe station
serves as a base where the chip is secured and placed upon.
The RF signal cables are used as the connection between
the VNA and the RF probes. The RF probes are used to be
landed on the pads of the G-S-G and G-S configurations so
that the RF signals can be transmitted from and received by
the VNA. The VNA is responsible for deriving the S21 and
S31 of the chip in Fig. 11 and plays a main role in the overall
measurement configuration.

This paper adopts a VNA as a core instrument to measure
the test chips and, thus, to verify whether the performance
of these chips is consistent with the design concepts. Indeed,
the verification of the performance of the test chips is exactly
equivalent to the verification of the efficacy of (1). Using a
VNA to test the fabricated chips is logical because this paper
focuses mainly on how to correctly manipulate input testing
RF signals at the front end so that the measured S21 of DUT
can be further detected by other sensors (e.g., amplitude and
phase detectors) in the future. In other words, the information
of the measured S21 of the DUT of interest is kept inside
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FIGURE 12. Measurement results of the S21 detection network.

the RF signals reaching Ports 2 and 3 in Fig. 4, whose die
micrograph is in Fig. 11. Following the famous divide-and-
conquer strategy, the validity of the S21 detection circuit is
verified at first. Once the design concepts are successfully
substantiated, other peripheral circuits, such as RF switches,
detectors, and signal generators, can further be integrated into
the proposed S21 detection circuit. In the meantime, when
there are no amplitude and phase detectors in the test chips,
adopting aVNA to verify the design concepts being expressed
by (1) is convenient and appropriate because for a VNA
working on the three-port mode, the measured S21 and S31
represent the S21_SYS and S31_SYS in (1), respectively.
Fig. 12 demonstrates the measurement results of the

S21 detection network. The S21_DUT2 curve and the
S21_DUT2_DERIVED curve are the same as the ones demon-
strated in Fig. 9. The S21_DUT2_MEASURED curve represents
the derived S21_DUT2 from the measurement results. That is,
S21_DUT2_MEASURED is the result of measuring the S21 and
S31 of the chip in Fig. 11 and applying the values measured
to (1).

From Fig. 12, it can be seen that the S21_DUT2_MEASURED
curve derived from system measurement and the
S21_DUT2_DERIVED curve derived from system simulation
have similar trends. That is, both S21_DUT2_MEASURED and
S21_DUT2_DERIVED tend to approach the S21_DUT2 curve
derived from device simulation around the frequency region
shaded in Fig. 12. By taking a closer look, however, we can
observe some differences in how these two curves intersect
with the S21_DUT2 curve. The original S21_DUT2_DERIVED
curve derived from the system simulation results intersects
with the curve S21_DUT2 curve from device simulation at
about 11.25 GHz for both the magnitude and phase parts.
The measured S21_DUT2_MEASURED curve, on the other hand,
intersects with the S21_DUT2 curve from device simulation at
about 11.05 GHz only for the magnitude part. At 11.05 GHz,
the phase of the measured S21_DUT2_MEASURED curve lags the
phase of the simulated S21_DUT2 curve by about 20 degrees.
That is, compared to the 11.25 GHz in Fig. 9, the intersection
frequency is shifted to 11.05 GHz, with an additional error
of 20 degrees in phase for the measurement results.

Compared to the phase error, which is around 20%,
the error of the intersection frequency is only about 1.8%.

Hence, the shift of the intersection frequency, from
11.25 GHz in the earlier simulation results to 11.05 GHz
in the measurement of test chips, can be regarded as a
minor change, which may be caused by tiny process varia-
tions or some real-world parasitic elements. For the phase
error part, the variation seems to be much larger and is more
problematic. Such a huge variation may be due to process
variations in the path from Port 1 to Port 3 in Fig. 4.

Despite these phase errors, the design concept has been
successfully demonstrated and verified based on the clearly
similar trends between the simulation and the measurement
results. In addition, it should be kept in mind that in Fig. 4
Port 3 of the two DIVs on the right is deliberately left open-
circuited in order to observe how the system deals with the
most unmatched condition. Therefore, we are highly con-
fident that the discrepancy between the measurement and
simulation results can be much less when the two DIVs
are properly terminated with 50� resistance in real applica-
tions. Since this paper focuses mainly on the verification of
the design concepts, more advanced analyses and reasoning
about the potential causes of the errors will be studied in
the future. To remove the effect of process variations on the
detection network, corresponding calibration procedures will
be given in a future publication.

V. DISCUSSION
The measurement results in Subsection IV.C are presented at
a relatively large scale, which allows an overall observation
of the performance of the fabricated S21 detection network.
As demonstrated previously, the measurement and simula-
tion data have similar performance trends in the frequency
region of interest. Following this observation, Subsection V.A
zooms in and discusses in detail the network’s measurement
results near the operating frequencies of interest. To further
emphasize the aim of this work, Subsection V.B compares
the goals of this work and that of related works in the
past [4]–[9]. In addition, to make the proposed S21 detection
network a more integrated measuring circuit, Subsection V.C
demonstrates how amplitude and phase detectors can be cas-
caded in the future. Finally, to provide clear instructions,
Subsection V.D explores the possible upper and lower bounds
of the applicable operating frequencies of the detection cir-
cuit. Despite the potential limitations, Subsection V.D also
proposes strategies that can help stretch the usable frequency
range and examines the situations in which the proposed S21
detection network can play a vital role.

A. FURTHER ANALYSES OF THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
To better observe the S21 values around the frequencies
shaded in Fig. 12, Fig. 13 shows a partially enlarged por-
tion of Fig. 12. As can be seen, for the magnitude part,
the S21_DUT2_MEASURED curve intersects with the S21_DUT2
curve at a lower frequency than the S21_DUT2_DERIVED curve.
Assuming that the fabricated DUT2 suffers no process
variation (i.e., the device simulation of S21_DUT2 remains
the same), Fig. 14 shows the error percentage of the
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FIGURE 13. The partially enlarged picture of Fig. 12.

FIGURE 14. Error percentage of the measurement results of the S21
detection network.

FIGURE 15. Difference in the measurement results of the S21 detection
network.

magnitude and the phase of S21 between the S21_DUT2 and
S21_DUT2_MEASURED curves for the shaded region in Fig. 13.
As stated in Subsection IV.C, the error percentage in phase
is relatively large and may be caused by process variation.
When we neglect the phase error, the 3%-error bandwidth
from the measurement can be found to be 560 MHz, ranging
from 10.764 GHz to 11.331 GHz. On the other hand, the
phase error percentage ranges approximately from 21% to
25% within such a frequency window.

Fig. 15 shows the difference in magnitude and phase
between the S21_DUT2 and S21_DUT2_MEASURED curves for the
shaded region in Fig. 13. As can be seen, from 10.764 GHz
to 11.331 GHz, the difference in magnitude ranges approxi-
mately from−0.03 to 0.03, and the difference in phase ranges
approximately from −20 to −25 degrees.

TABLE 1. Average and variance of the measurement results of the
S21 detection network.

For the measurement of the S21 detection network, there
are a total of 8 chips being measured, and all the measure-
ment results are consistent with each other. This high consis-
tency guarantees the quality of the measurement execution.
To show the excellent congruency among the measured data
of the 8 chips, the average and variance of the magnitude and
phase of the derived S21 (i.e., S21_DUT2_MEASURED) at around
the targeted frequencies are given in Table 1, in which the
variance values can be seen to be very small.

Due to the limited silicon area available, there was not
enough room to tape out some stand-alone lumped DIVs and
the DUTs. Instead, the whole detection network, including
the three DIVs and one DUT, was manufactured on one chip,
a complex that makes the exact verification of the measure-
ment results extremely difficult. Fortunately, thanks to the
simple circuit structure, the careful arrangement of the layout,
and the high reliability of the IBMprocess, the design concept
can be shown to be successful since high similarity exists
between the simulation and the measurement data.

However, minor discrepancies can also be found between
the simulation results and the measured ones. The sim-
ulation results demonstrate that the system-simulation
S21_DUT2_DERIVED intersects with the device-simulation
S21_DUT2 at about 11.25 GHz, but the measurement results
show that the system-measurement S21_DUT2_MEASURED,
obtained by measuring the S21 and S31 of the chip and
applying them to (1), intersects with the device-simulation
S21_DUT2 at about 11.05 GHz, with an additional error of
approximately 20 degrees in phase. That is, there is a down-
ward shift in the operating frequency combined with a phase
error in the real implementation. Of the two main changes in
real chip implementation, the extent of the frequency shift,
which is only about 1.8%, is relatively minor and can be
regarded as a result of reasonable process variations. On the
other hand, the phase error is more severe and hard to ignore.
Although the direct cause of such a deviation is difficult
to prove in a rigorous way, it is still possible to retrieve
useful information from the measured data and identify some
potential culprits for such variations. Based on more detailed
analyses of the simulation and measurement data, it is found
that the process variations on the path from Port 1 to Port 3 in
Fig. 4 is the main possible factor contributing to the phase
error in a real implementation. Because of space limitations,
the detailed analyses will be given in a future publication.
Besides, the intentional arrangement of the open-connected
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configuration on Port 3 of the two DIVs in Fig. 4 can aggra-
vate the measurement error by creating first-order couplings.
In the future, when every boundary port of all circuit elements
is properly terminated with 50� resistance, the measurement
error will surely be lower. Finally, as for the bandwidth, if we
assume that the phase error can be fixed in a future run and
be temporarily neglected, the 3%-error bandwidth is found to
be about 560 MHz in measurement, slightly wider than the
400 MHz in simulation.

The size of the integrated lumped DIV is about 270 µm×
300 µm, with most of the area occupied by the DIV’s two
inner inductors. The chip size of the S21 detection network
is approximately 1.2 mm × 1.2 mm, including the pad area,
which will be removed when the detection network is used
as embedded circuitry in real applications. Like the DIV,
the overall chip area of the S21 detection network is domi-
nated by its inner inductors. Fortunately, because the padswill
be removed in real applications, the chip area of the S21 detec-
tion network can become a lot smaller. Furthermore, accord-
ing to the design theorem of the lumped DIVs, the inductance
of inside inductors will continue to reduce as the operating
frequencies go higher. This reduction in DIV area means a
reduction in chip area of the whole S21 detection network.
That is, as far as the area overhead is concerned, the S21 detec-
tion network will become more favorable at higher operating
frequencies. Because the proposed detection network, except
for the DUT2, contains only three simple lumped integrated
passive devices, it does not have the issue of technology
dependence. That is, the proposed S21 detection network can
be a general solution for most semiconductor technologies
available today regardless of whether a CMOS, a bipolar, or a
BICMOS technology is used.

For ad hoc production tests, it may be feasible not to
perform calibration if the expected readings, corresponding to
the correct DUT performance, of the S21 measurement results
are already known. Nevertheless, performing calibration has
become a convention in RF measurement and provides many
advantages, such as extending the working bandwidth and
identifying the erroneous part of the circuit. Hence, we rec-
ommend, if possible, to perform calibration procedures on
the S21 detection network before using it. To accommodate
such needs, the calibration procedures for the S21 detection
network will be given in a future publication.

B. COMPARISONS WITH PAST WORKS
Different from the related works [4]–[9] reviewed in
Section II, the goal of our research is to develop a useful
core of circuit that can serve as a general solution capable of
performing on-chip S21 measurement on any DUT. In view
of those valuable advantages introduced in Section I, our
work especially emphasizes the importance of having embed-
ded measurement for S-parameters. Based on the authors’
limited knowledge, very few or no prior works truly focus
their attention on the realization on embedded S-parameter
measurement.

To perform embedded S21 measurement on arbitrary
DUTs, we need to make our design as simple and as generally
adaptable as possible. This means that the measuring circuit
should be small and the measuring purpose should be simple
and universal. In other words, the sophisticated and DUT-
dependent self-healing techniques [4]–[7] are not adopted
in the S21 detection circuit presented by this paper. Neither
is the stand-alone miniature VNA [8] an option because its
dimensions are just too large to be of embedded use. Last,
because we set our targeted operating frequency to be around
10 GHz, which is much lower than 120 GHz, it becomes
feasible not to use such rigorous theory as the six-port reflec-
tometer [9]. With such relief, the measuring circuit (i.e.,
the proposed S21 detection circuit) can be made much smaller
using alternative measuring methodology. Although circuit
simplification is a must for embedded purposes, keeping a
satisfactory level of measurement precision is also essential.
These two contradictory factors constantly fight each other,
and we need to find an excellent balance in between. In
addition, because the interferences caused by nonideal terms
become much less at low frequencies, it may be acceptable
not to perform calibration procedures if the process variations
are small enough, the requirement for measurement precision
is not asked high, or the applications are for ad hoc pro-
duction tests. For situations in which performing calibration
becomes necessary, corresponding calibration methods for
the proposed S21 detection circuit will be investigated in a
future publication.

Setting the targeted operating frequency as low as approx-
imately 10 GHz is helpful to the expansion of the allowable
types of measuring circuits. Lower operating frequencies
also help alleviate the level of robustness that is required
of calibration algorithms. However, at such low frequen-
cies, passive components in their distributive forms become
alarmingly large and hence inappropriate to be fabricated
in ICs. For example, the transmission line used in the work
of Philippe [9] will become too large to be of any use.
Fortunately, passive components in their lumped forms come
into play by providing such advantages as being simple in
circuit structure, reasonable in layout size, and generally
applicable within the frequency range of interest. According
to the formulas of the lumped passive devices, the recom-
mended usable frequency bandwidth is between 5 GHz and
30 GHz, in which lumped passive devices can have both
reasonable layout sizes and acceptable level of precision.
The detailed analyses will be further demonstrated in Sub-
section V.D. With deliberate arrangements of these simple
passive components, the success of measuring S21 of DUT
is well demonstrated. By utilizing only simple passive com-
ponents and by placing them in the right places, we broaden
the applicable range of the S21 detection circuit proposed
by this paper. That is, by making the S21 detection circuit
small and by focusing the measuring purpose on the on-
chip S21 measurement, our work is not only applicable to
RF LNAs or mixers but is also applicable to almost all types
of DUTs.
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FIGURE 16. Possible integration of cascaded detectors for the
S21 detection network.

To sum up, being able to properly manipulate the front-end
RF signals makes the proposed S21 detection circuit useful
for on-chip S21 measurement mainly for the following three
reasons. First, having reasonable layout sizes makes the S21
detection circuit appropriate for embedded S21 measurement.
Second, having simple circuit structures makes the S21 detec-
tion circuit technology-independent, which means that the
proposed S21 detection circuit is applicable to a wide variety
of semiconductor processes. Third, the solidity of circuit
design makes the S21 detection circuit readily extensible in
the future. That is, with the information of the measured
S21 soundly retrieved, additional functionalities can be easily
added to the S21 detection circuit in the future by integrating
more useful peripherals, such as amplitude detectors, phase
detectors, RF switches, or signal generators.

C. INTEGRATION OF DETECTORS IN THE FUTURE
This paper only designs and verifies the proposed S21 detec-
tion network. However, in the future, additional high-speed
amplitude and phase detectors can be cascaded to Port 2 and
Port 3 of the S21 detection network such that the processed
RF signals can be sensed directly. In this way, the S21 detec-
tion network will become completer and more integrated.

More specifically, to make the S21 detection network more
integrated as a measuring system, it is possible and beneficial
to add some phase and amplitude detectors to the right part
of the detection network in Fig. 4. Fig. 16 shows a possible
arrangement of how the detectors can be integrated into the
proposed system in the future. With the configuration shown
in Fig. 16, the magnitude of the S21 of the DUT can be known
by dividing the output from Port 4 by that from Port 2, and
the phase can be derived by the output from Port 3.

D. POSSIBLE LIMITATIONS AND NICHES
Fundamentally speaking, the success of the proposed S21
detection network depends a great deal on the favorable
characteristics of its inner integrated DIVs. The lumped inte-
grated DIV plays a significant role in two main aspects.
First, the detection network possesses a quite simple structure
circuit-wise. Second, it is capable of generating two identical
output RF signals from a single RF input source, a signal
replication functionality that is essential in almost every RF
measurement system. Although the simple structure of the
proposed network has the advantage of being technology
independent, a property guaranteeing its easy usage in the

TABLE 2. Design values of lumped inductance and capacitance, and their
estimated areas when DIV operates at different frequencies.

future, some innate limitations on its applicable operating
frequency do exist due to the original derivation equations
of the passive lumped components inside the DIV.

According to the formulas of the lump devices’ design
values in the literature [17], the values of L1 and C1 in
Fig. 2 at different operating frequencies are shown in Table 2.
In addition, based on the IBM 7RF technology, several esti-
mated on-chip areas corresponding to different inductance
and capacitance values are also given in Table 2. Since the
IBM 7RF is used as the reference to derive the estimated
components’ areas, the areas in Table 2 are listed just to
provide a general idea about how large a passive lumped
component may be. That is, the real areas will vary with
the fabrication process as well as the layout styles that a
designer chooses to use. Because the capacitors in Fig. 2 are
simple MIM capacitors, the estimation of capacitor areas
in Table 2 is done based on the simple assumption that
capacitance is proportional to area. Compared to the area
estimation of capacitors, the area estimation of inductors is
much more complicated because the inductance of a spiral
inductor is not linearly proportional to its area. Besides, dif-
ferent technologies normally have different definitions of the
minimal inner diameter (or equivalently, the minimal area)
that a spiral inductor can have. Hence, the area of a spiral
inductor is rather technology dependent, and the information
in Table 2 provides just a glimpse of the possible scale.
By considering the rule for the minimal inner diameter of
IBM 7RF, the inductor areas in Table 2 are estimated by
using the Mohan’s formula [18], which utilizes a data-fitted
monomial expression to estimate inductance values. Because
the Mohan’s formula uses five variables to estimate a planar
spiral inductor’s inductance, the areas in Table 2 are derived
by arbitrarily using a reasonable set of variable values. Being
one among several other possible arrangements, the estimated
inductor areas in Table 2 provide only indicative values
even for the IBM 7RF technology. As shown in Table 2,
we estimate that the presented S21 detection network can best
operate from 5 to 30 GHz.

Below 5 GHz, the capacitance and inductance values
in Fig. 2 will become alarmingly high, making the sizes
of the DIV grow unreasonably large. In this way, the size
of the whole S21 detection network will increase simulta-
neously, and the resultant huge area overhead will deprive
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the detection network of its original appeal. However, this is
only a rule of thumb that we recommend. Whether the area
overhead is reasonable or acceptable depends on budgets,
purposes, the size of the DUTs, the degree of reusability, and
so on, of each design. In other words, the lower bound of the
operating frequency, which we suggest to be 5 GHz, is rather
flexible since the only concern is not whether the circuit is
realizable but whether it is worthwhile to be realized.

The upper bound of the operating frequency is advised to
be 30 GHz. This frequency is just an approximate estimation
based on the process used in this research. Hence, the fol-
lowing statements are qualitative instead of quantitative. The
reader is strongly advised to judge the upper bound of the
operating frequency of a circuit by the semiconductor process
and layouts used. Above the estimated 30 GHz, the lumped
DIV will require much smaller capacitance and inductance
values, which will cause a much larger fabrication error
percentage because of the smaller denominator. Moreover,
at such high operating frequencies, tiny segments of wires
can potentially create considerable unwanted inductance, and
nearby metals or even semiconductor layers may accidentally
form significant parasitic capacitance, both of which can
seriously jeopardize the performance of the DIV. What is
more, the severity of the effects can escalate with increasing
operating frequencies and decreasing inductance and capaci-
tance values. Besides, even if the fabrication precision keeps
improving as technologies progress, the S21 detection net-
work will still face challenges posed by parasitic capacitors
and inductors as the operating frequency increases. Hence,
it can be concluded that the upper bound of the operating
frequency is objective and rigid, whereas the lower bound
of the operating frequency is subjective, flexible, and limited
mainly by the chip area costs. That is, it is harder to push the
upper bound higher than to push the lower bound lower even
if themanufacturing precision of the semiconductor technolo-
gies continues to increase and the circuit designers continue
to pay attention to the isolation of the passive elements in
the layouts. However, there is another way that may help
extend the upper bound of the operating frequency, namely
calibration, which can effectively inhibit the nonidealities
from growing simultaneously as the operating frequency
increases. With the calibration procedures that will be given
in a future publication, the nonidealities can be suppressed
and the functionality of the S21 detection network can be
kept within a certain range. The effect of suppressing the
nonidealities is equivalent to that of extending of the upper
bound of the operating frequency.

As elucidated, the proposed network may encounter its
upper bound as the operating frequency continues to grow
higher. To deal with this potential bottleneckmore effectively,
we describe two important points of view as guidelines. First,
as the frequency becomes higher, the inductance and capac-
itance values within the DIV will decrease. This means that
there is more room for implementing elements’ separation on
chip. Hence, designers are strongly encouraged to take full
advantage of these extra areas to reduce unwanted parasitic

inductance and capacitance as much as possible. Second,
as far as the area overhead is concerned, one may wonder
whether the proposed network is still practicable as today’s
IC technologies continue to evolve. These doubts may arise
especially when the semiconductor technologies are currently
migrating into the 3-nm era, with the operating frequencies of
transistors becoming higher and higher. However, this does
not mean that the proposed S21 detection network has become
obsolete, for three reasons.

First, although the process scales continue to shrink, the
shrinkage generally applies only to the transistors in the dig-
ital circuits. That is, due to the design preferences of analog
and RF circuits, the downsizing trend in active transistors
does not extend to analog and RF circuits. In other words,
analog and RF circuit designers would normally not use state-
of-the-art active components. They would choose state-of-
the-art technologies only for special cases: for example, if a
tiny portion of an IC needs to have extremely high-speed tran-
sistors or when the foundries want to promote new processes
by offering a special price. Since the proposed detection
network is used to measure RFICs, it will not discord with
the DUT because both will reduce in size as the frequency
increases and because the speed of downsizing the DUT is,
in general, lower than the speed of downsizing semiconductor
technologies. For instance, by comparing a power amplifier
that is fabricated by 90-nm CMOS technology and operating
at 5.8 GHz with an amplifier that is fabricated by 65-nm
CMOS technology and operating at 60 GHz, we find that the
former [19] occupies a die area of 0.9 mm× 0.9 mm and the
latter [20] a die area of 0.825 mm × 0.825 mm. As can be
seen, the area reduction of the power amplifiers, about 16%,
is not as large as the reduction of the smallest transistors’
sizes, about 28%.

Second, the costs of extra chip area of the proposed detec-
tion network can be further reduced if the network can be
reused to measure different DUTs through the utilization of
modern RF switches. As the RF switch performance contin-
ues to improve [21], [22], designers can place these switches
between the DUTs of interest and the proposed detection
network. With this arrangement, the same detection network
can be selectively used to measure different DUTs depending
on which DUT’s RF switches are turned on. That is, the area
overhead created by the testing circuit can be reduced to
a minimum since only one detection network is needed to
measure many DUTs.

Third, as the operating frequencies of RFICs continue
to rise, the external testing instruments, such as VNAs,
RF cables, and RF probes, will become more expensive.
Therefore, whether it is worthwhile to have embedded
S-parameter measurement cannot and should not be judged
solely by the extra costs caused by the embedded testing
circuits. Instead, the expenses due to measuring RFICs with
external instruments need to be taken into consideration as
well. Besides, the higher the measuring frequencies become,
the more delicate and vulnerable these external measurement
instruments will tend to be. Therefore, the hidden expenses
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of maintenance and replacement of the external measurement
instruments will get higher as well. This is also a possible
source of major costs that adopting external S-parameter
measurement may bring about and that circuit designers
must factor in when considering measuring S-parameters
externally.

Although the proposed S21 detection network may cause
extra costs by occupying extra chip area, it has a crucial niche
in some special applications. Of all the possible applications,
the most important and valuable one is to measure devices
within 3D ICs. Buried deeply inside 3D ICs, the inner devices
become very difficult to measure through external VNAs.
In fact, because the RF stimulus signals transmitted from and
received by the VNAs need to go through so many stacks,
micro bumps, and through-silicon-vias (TSVs), as well as the
DUT itself, and because the normalization plane is usually
set at the probe tips, it is almost impossible for external
VNAs to accurately measure the inner devices of 3D ICs.
In other words, the VNA fails because the measurement
results contain the total information of all the components on
the measuring path, including the DUT and other unwanted
terms, but the VNA is unable to retrieve the information
about the DUT by de-embedding the information of other
components.

In addition to the above reasons that 3D ICs prefer embed-
ded, rather than external, S-parameter measurement, 3D ICs
do have other serious issues that need to be carefully mon-
itored. For example, joule heating, vertical interconnection,
electro-migration, and stress-migration [23] can all have seri-
ous and unknown effects on the performance of the inner
devices of 3D ICs. And the urgent need to monitor these
serious issues is where the proposed S21 detection network
comes into play. With the help of the detection network,
measurements can be taken from inside the chips, so the
results will be more trustworthy. Some golden DUTs, as well
as RF switches, can be placed inside 3D ICs to help the S21
detection network execute the calibration procedures. These
golden DUTs can be located at places where no components
with changeable process variations, such as TSVs, exist.
In this way, these golden DUTs are expected to bear a close
resemblance to their expected behavior from simulation and
to provide better calibration quality for the S21 detection
network.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an integrated S21 detection circuit that
can help realize on-chip S21 measurements. The proposed
concept has been shown to be feasible based on the successful
implementation of real on-chip lumped passive devices with
reasonable sizes. The proposed S21 detection circuit is a
three-port network that is constructedmainly by three lumped
passive integrated DIVs. The S21 detection network receives
input RF signals at its Port 1 and sends the processed signals
to its Port 2 and Port 3. When placed in the right loca-
tions, the three inner DIVs are able to manipulate the input

RF signals properly at the targeted operating frequencies and,
therefore, help measure the S21 of the device under test.
To verify the design concept, we fabricated the detection

network using the 0.18-µm IBM7RF semiconductor technol-
ogy. The total die area including the pads is 1.2mm×1.2mm.
The measurement results show the expected behavior at
around the designed frequency. The well-verified test chips
demonstrate the performance and feasibility of the proposed
circuit. In conclusion, the simple circuit structure and the
downsizing trend of chip designs as the measuring frequency
increases make the proposed network a favorable and prac-
ticable solution for embedded S-parameter measurements.
In the future, the whole circuit can be further reduced in
size when the measuring frequency rises, an advantageous
development as far as chip sizes and fabrication costs are con-
cerned. In addition, thanks to the high maturity of semicon-
ductor technologies, peak and phase detectors can easily be
cascaded to the proposed network to create a more integrated
system for embedded testing.

Based on the results obtained in this paper, we propose two
possibilities that can be further investigated in future research.
First, to make the S21 detection network more integrated as a
measuring system, it is possible and beneficial to add some
phase and amplitude detectors in the right part of the detec-
tion network in Fig. 4, as demonstrated in Subsection V.B.
Another possible and important future research direction is to
try to build a detection network that can properly manipulate
the RF signal to enable the on-chip S11 measurement of a
DUT. With the S21 detection circuit proved to be successful
in this study, if an S11 detection network can be constructed,
the whole set of four S-parameters, S11, S12, S21, and S22,
of a 2-port DUT can be measured on chip. This is so because
S12 and S22 are simply the counterpart of S21 and S11 with a
reverse measurement configuration.
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